
ADF visit to Ouyen and Sea Lake campuses: An Australian Defence Force (ADF) Prevention Team visited our
aged care facilities in Ouyen and Sea Lake last week. ADF teams are visiting all residential aged care facilities
without COVID-19 cases in rural and regional Victoria to assess infection control measures. We found the ADF
visit worthwhile and positive and we are confident it has helped us further improve preparations for a
potential COVID-19 outbreak. Pictured (below left) is MTHCS nurse Sophie Noonan practicing how to correctly
put on and take off protective equipment; (centre) MTHCS nurse Nadiene Peters completing the training,
observed by agency nurse Denise; and (left) ADF member Josh with MTHCS nurses Nicola Jardine and Theresa
Hansford.

Visitors to aged care: The Chief Health Officer has announced changes to restrictions on visiting people in
residential aged care facilities. One visitor is now permitted, once per day, for a maximum of 2 hours. Thank
you to everyone who has been patient and understanding about the restrictions to visiting aged care facilities
throughout the COVID-19 pandemic. Remember that if you are visting one of our aged care facilities, please
book ahead by contacting the facility. When visiting, you must wear a face covering unless you have a lawful
reason not to, and you must comply with all screening and infection control measures put in place by the
facility.

Ouyen Farmers Festival: While it is a shame we can’t enjoy the annual Ouyen Farmers Festival this year, well
done to the festival’s organising committee for making the responsible decision to cancel this year’s event due
to the health risks of the COVID-19 pandemic. Keeping our communities safe is something to be proud of.
MTHCS would also like to sincerely thank the Farmers Festival committee for the generous donations of iPads
and other technology made to our aged care facilities throughout this year. These tools have been absolutely
vital in keeping our residents connected with their families throughout the COVID-19 response. Along with
many other locals, we look forward to the Ouyen Farmers’ Festival in 2021 when the event will celebrate its 60th
anniversary.
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Fleet fabulous: Keep an eye out for MTHCS bus
sporting the MTHCS logo (pictured left)! We are
steadily working through our vehicles to put the logo
on each one, so when you see us out and about you
know it’s another MTHCS staff member caring for
people in our communities. Make sure you give us a
wave!



Tai Chi across the Mallee: Throughout the COVID-19 pandemic, we have all learnt how to do things
differently. MTHCS Allied Health Assistant Sandra Monaghan is no exception. Sandra has practised Tai Chi for
the last eight years and is a strong believer in the power of relaxation through doing this fantastic activity. Tai
Chi addresses the key components of fitness while building muscle strength, flexibility and balance. Now
Sandra is offering a wellbeing program that includes Tai Chi via the video conferencing app Zoom (so you don’t
even need to leave home!). All you need is a device (mobile phone/computer/tablet) with a camera, internet
connection and an email address. MTHCS is here to help talk you through everything you need to do to get
connected. Over the past few weeks, community members from across the Mallee Track catchment have
enjoyed taking part in the online classes and their feedback has been very positive. For more details or help
connecting to this fantastic activity, please contact Sandra Monaghan on 5092 1111. Pictured (above left) is
Sandra leading the Tai Chi class on Zoom, and Tai Chi participants (centre and right) from across the Mallee
Track catchment joining in the class via Zoom.

Magical mystery boxes: The residents of the Canon Martin Ouyen Nursing Home have been enjoying the
regular delivery of Sue Gilchrist’s “Mystery Box”. It arrives each week with a range of surprises – everything
from snacks to handwritten letters and little challenges for the residents! Recently the Mystery Box contained
an apple peeler/corer and a challenge to make a single apple peel longer than the one the Sue had included in
the box. It’s safe to say that the resident’s won this challenge by creating a peel longer than one metre! The
box also contained another apple project that included using the peeled apples to bake the recipe for
“Granny’s apple slice cake”, which the residents enjoyed.  Pictured above (far left) is MTHCS nurse Sapana
holding up Sue’s peel (red, on the right of the picture) in comparison to the Nursing Home peel (green, on the
left of the picture);  some of the residents (centre pictures) enjoying reading though the contents of the
Mystery Box; and (far right)  the freshly baked apple slice.

Lois O’Callaghan, Chief Executive Officer
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